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Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular Biology Department: Live Chat 
with Faculty and Students

WC: Madison Hollenbeck Hello all! Thanks for joining us today. We'll do more formal introductions in a few minutes!

WC: Madison Hollenbeck

Hi y'all, thank you for joining us today. We have Brit Moss, Assistant Professor of Biology and 
Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular Biology (BBMB) and Jim Russo, Associate Professor of 
Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular Biology (BBMB) along with Kristen Wanke '20 and 
Lindsay Farr '22.

WC: Jim Russo

Greetings! I'm Jim Russo. I have been a faculty member at Whitman College for 30+ yrs and have 
been a part of our major program in the molecular life sciences we call BBMB (short for 
Biochemistry, Biophysics, & Molecular Biology) since it started.

WC: Brit Moss

Hi! My name is Brit Moss and I am a faculty member teaching in both the Biology Department 
and the BBMB Program. You might encounter me when taking Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell 
Biology, or Genetic Engineering classes and labs. I also have an active research lab on campus.

WC: Kristen Wanke '20

Hello, I'm Kristen! I'm a senior Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular Biology (BBMB) major 
from Spokane, Washington. Other things that I'm involved in on campus include the varsity cross 
country and distance track team and InterVarsity Christian Group.

WC: Lindsay Farr '22

Hi! I'm Lindsay and I am a sophomore BBMB major and a French minor. I live in Sacramento, CA, 
but I grew up in Bellevue, WA! I have really enjoyed my first two years in this department and at 
Whitman in general, so I can't wait to talk to you all about it!

Caitlin
I am interested in pursuing Neuroscience. I was wondering if there was a way to personalized the 
Bio major to be more focused on Neuroscience?

WC: Brit Moss

Hi, Caitlin! Both the Biology Dept. and Psychology Dept. offer several courses in neuroscience, 
and several faculty members do research in neuroscience. The BBMB and Biology majors have a 
suite of courses that prepare students well for careers in health pathways.

Olivia
I've heard that BBMB is a more structured major than the other hard sciences, do you find there 
is still enough opportunities for electives?

Susan
How does the BBMB major differ from a biology major? (coursework, number of requirements, 
ability to double major/minor, etc)

WC: Brit Moss

Caitlin - additionally, it is pretty common for students with a neuroscience interest to tailor their 
elective course selections toward neuroscience courses and some even develop and 
independently planned major in neuoroscience.

WC: Jim Russo
Hi Olivia, The interdisciplinary nature of BBMB simply means there are more prereq courses that 
are relevant - in math, chemistry, biology, and physics. 

Caitlin ok thank you!

WC: Brit Moss

Hi, Susan! As Jim Russo just noted in answering Olivia, BBMB has different pre-reqs that include a 
bit more math and physics and the three core courses (Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Molecular 
Biology) are more focused on molecular-level life sciences. 

Mei Hi, are there any specific study abroad opportunities tied to the major?

WC: Brit Moss
Both Bio and BBMB have students who pursue double-majors, but I would say its more common 
in the Biology major

Mei I was also wondering what some examples of a senior thesis for the major would be!

Susan
How many students are in the BBMB major and do most of them go on to graduate school or a 
job after college?

WC: Lindsay Farr '22

Hi Mei, I am super excited about going abroad next year, which I am personally using to help me 
fulfill my French minor and distribution. If I had wanted to do a program directly linked to BBMB, I 
could use my semester to do some field work that I could then use for continued research on 
campus or my senior thesis!

Mei Sounds amazing, thanks!

Caitlin
I was also wondering if i would have to take a foreign languge if I were to do something in 
Biology/Neuroscience

Charlene What type of coursework has there been while you've been doing online learning?



WC: Kristen Wanke '20

Hi Mei! The senior thesis can take shape in many different ways dependent on your interests and 
where you end up doing research (at Whitman or off-campus). There are requirements around 
what the research must include.

WC: Brit Moss

Susan - on average, BBMB has 18-20 students in our graduating class each year. The majority 
pursue medical school or biomedical graduate school, some go directly in biotech or 
pharmaceuticals.

WC: Lindsay Farr '22

Hey Caitlin! Languages are not a requirement at Whitman or for either the Bio/BBMB majors. 
However, one distribution requirement for Whitman students is to take classes in a category of 
Cultural Pluralism. These requirements can be met through languages or through classes that are 
taught in a non-western perspective.

WC: Jim Russo

Charlene - We have continued our regular classes. Some classes meet daily in real-time over 
Zoom or Google platforms . My Biochemistry meets 4 times a week. I ask students questions. 
They work in teams and present papers. Our labs are the most different. We will continue the 
work on campus and video it so that students can still come to their own findings. 

Caitlin Oh thank you!

WC: Brit Moss
Susan - the BBMB course requirements align well with the requirements for many different types 
of life sciences and health professions graduate programs.

WC: Jim Russo

Charlene.... This semester we only have our biochemistry lecture and lab courses and our Senior 
Seminar running. The Seniors continue to present their thesis seminar, with 20+ of us gathering 
on line to listen and ask questions. Senior Thesis writing has continued on as normal with 
indiviudal meetings.

Ziyue Kristen, how do you balance academic and sports

Charlene Okay, thanks!

Zola Hi, what can I expect for freshman classes on the BBMB track?

Ziyue And what is the Christian community like on campus?

WC: Kristen Wanke '20

Ziyue - I think having a sport helps me to be more efficient with my time, so it actually gives me 
more structure in my day; however, it is definitely a large time commitment that took some time 
to adjust to. It seemed like each semester had its own perio

WC: Lindsay Farr '22

Hi Zola! To get started on track on the BBMB major, I made sure to take general chemistry and 
finish the calculus series, which I began with some AP credit from high school! There is also plenty 
of space to explore if you are not sure of your major or what you want to focus on!

WC: Brit Moss

Zola - some first year students test into more advanced Chem or Calc courses, so that sometimes 
alter exactly which classes students take in their first year. But we generally advise students 
interested in BBMB to begin taking Chemistry and Calculus courses when they come to campus.

WC: Kristen Wanke '20

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship is the only Christian community on campus (there are other 
religiously affiliated groups - i.e. Judaism) and it is made up of ~15-20 members who come to 
events consistently 

Zola Ok, thank you!

WC: Lindsay Farr '22
Zola - additionally, all first years take a year-long seminar class that helps everyone adapt to 
college level learning and reading.

WC: Kristen Wanke '20
Ziyue - there are also a handful of churches from many different denominations in Walla Walla 
that many Whitman students (members and non-members of InterVarsity) attend.

WC: Brit Moss
Ziyue - the college also has an Office of Religious and Spiritual Life with a full-time interfaith 
chaplain (Rev. Adam Kirtley)

Lauren
What kinds of hands on experiences can we expect in the classes? Any favorites among the 
professors?

Vincent What is the bio-physics in a nutshell?

WC: Jim Russo

Vincent - Biophysics takes a physical approach to the understanding of biological molecules. We 
focus a lot on biomolecular structure since Doug Juers, our biophysicist specializes in x-ray 
crystallography of proteins. 

Vincent How competitive are the BBMB student with one another?



WC: Jim Russo
More on biophysics.....it complements our other 2 areas of biochemistry and molecular biology 
and helps give our program a more quantitative and structural approach to the life sciences.

Cyrus Hi. What kinds of opportunities are there for field research as an undergrad?

WC: Kristen Wanke '20

Lauren - While many hard science classes are lecture-based, there are a lot of hands-on 
experiences especially since Whitman classes are generally pretty small. Students often lead 
presentations on journal articles, and professors often have students collaborators in their 
research as well. 

WC: Brit Moss

Lauren - In my classes I use a mix of approaches, including lecture, in-class problem solving and 
group work, and journal clubs to read and evaluate scientific literature. I also teach a class called 
Synthetic Cell Biology that is a "blended format"

WC: Jim Russo

Cyrus- several faculty in bioloogy have active field work components in their classes and in 
research. These are faculty involved in pollination biology, songbird migration, and venemous 
snakes in Africa. Our BBMB faculty are more involved in lab work and often have students work 
with them on campus doing research.

WC: Lindsay Farr '22

Vincent- In general, Whitman students don't bring an unhealthy amount of competition to their 
work. In the sciences, teamwork and collaboration are heavily emphasized. For instance, I am 
currently in a Physics lab that has had to move online, but our group projects have continued to 
occur.

WC: Madison Hollenbeck
Hi ya'll, thanks so much for all the great questions. We'll be wrapping up here in a few minutes, so 
please ask any last questions that you might have!

Cyrus Thanks! I hope to see you in the fall.

WC: Brit Moss Cyrus - definitely hope to see you in the fall!!

WC: Jim Russo
It was good to get a chance to visit with you. Feel free to contact me if you have other questions 
about the BBMB program. Jim Russo russo@whitman.edu

Susan Thank you for your time!

Zola Thank you!

WC: Brit Moss
Thank you for your engagement today and please feel free to email me (mossbl@whitman.edu) if 
you have any further questions :-)

WC: Lindsay Farr '22
Thanks for coming to chat with us! If you have any more questions to direct to students my email 
is farrls@whitman.edu! Hope to meet some of you in the fall!

WC: Kristen Wanke '20

Thank you again for joining us today and for all of your questions! If you have any lingering 
questions that did not get answered during this time, feel free to reach out - my email is 
wankekm@whitman.edu.

WC: Madison Hollenbeck
if there is anything I can help with, you are welcome to email me at hollenmc@whitman.edu. 
There will also be chats for Computer Science and Semester in the West later this afternoon.


